
AIMS AND METHODS

🐞Understanding bonds between members 

🐞Uncovering how daily lives are influenced by the gardens 

🐞Understanding the wider implications of UCL community gardens 

on UCL

Bentham Farm (UCL Urban Farmers Society): 

🌱 Participant observation and informal, semi-structured interviews

🌱Getting involved, planting, feeding soil, participating in garden 

activities 

Institute of Education gardens: 

🐝 Interviews and participant observation 

🐝 Taught basics of the garden

INACCESSIBILITY

Relation with space

🌿Need permission from head gardener Susan McGrath to access

🌿 Locked gate to stop intruders from accessing the garden and 

disposing of their litter in the garden

🌿 Located on level 5 in order to not to be interrupted

Non-Reciprocity with the garden

🍂 Less/no workshops being held: self-led activities (planting, 

meetings)

🍂Volunteers need to grow IoE garden’s plants during winter/bad 

weather at home and bring them back

🍂Most of the plants died during the pandemic because of physical 

barriers with volunteers

🍂Achievements of biodiversity in the garden ruined– less therapeutic 

properties

Formality

🍄 The only way to contact the head gardener is through email -

arranging meetings and mailing list

🍄Community volunteers are in a WhatsApp group chat - but it’s 

inactive

IMPLICATIONS

🌺 IOE: formal, closed off, weak/no community, more accessibility 

🌺Bentham’s Farm: strong community ties, informal community, 

easy accessibility

The IOE gardens could benefit from:

🌼 Freedom of access + less formality

🌼 Student-led or heavier student involvement 

🌼 Consider mirroring the structure of Bentham’s Farm.

ACCESSIBILITY

Relation with space

🌻No gate, free-flowing layout centred around shed

🌻 Easy access to garden and resources for anyone

🌻 Paths offer little structure to the garden: individuals walk around 

freely

Reciprocity with the garden

🌷Cyclical nature between students and garden - each helps the 

other rejuvenate and grow

🌷 The garden brings people together: walks, painting on the walls, 

eat meals, host socials (pumpkin carving events, tomato 

harvest) 

🌷Some bring compost home and use the skills they learn on 

plants at home.

🌷Garden maintained due to members’ enjoyment not obligation

Informality

🍅No skills/knowledge needed, no ‘leader’, any individual can follow 

to do list as they please

🍅All major changes/choices discussed on WhatsApp (such as what 

to do with broken greenhouse panels)

🍅Merged community: Halls members / Bentham Farm society 

members: people from halls bring their compost, some even 

come to plant flowers.

UCL’s Green Fingers 
What kind of community is generated through community 

gardening? 
Neha Zadef, Naomi Hansen, Chuanzi Gao, Mina Lalic, Khira Henry, Young Kwon

Interlocuters in Bentham Farm

Bentham Farm map

IOE Garden mapLocked door to the IOE Garden


